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Brielle looked at them and said. “It’s fine if you want to come with me, but I will make it clear beforehand that I will prioritize self–

preservation if I encounter danger. I will only consider helping you if it does not affect me.”

“If I encounter the situation where I can not distinguish between friend and foe, I will still attack indiscriminately.”

“If you are unlucky, you may die in my hands.”

Maen said without hesitation, “It doesn’t matter. Just take care of yourself. If you affect yourself because of me, I would be

embarrassed to be with you.”

Tana and Lov nodded in agreement.

Brielle did not say anything else and led the way.

The three of them were slightly injured, but fortunately, it was not serious, and it did not affect their movements.

This forest was more primitive than the forest where Brielle had shot Wilderness Survival.

The grass was lush, hot and humid, and the ground was full of dead leaves. With a step, the foot sank down, and the dead

leaves could reach the ankles.

The dead leaves gave off a rotten and unpleasant smell.

The various insects that grew in the inside instantly ran out and fled in all directions. They were a bit panicked and didn’t know

what to do. They even crawled towards people’s feet.

Fortunately, all the contestants were wearing professional clothes, long–sleeved assault pants, boots on their feet, and gloves on

their hands.
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Brielle stepped down, and a few centipedes crawled out. She directly crushed them.

In addition to centipedes, there were also millipedes, scorpions, and others.

Brielle directly stomped them to death.

If this poisonous creature was not killed, it might be killed by them.

In order to prevent any accidents from happening in the future, they were all sent to the west.

[My God, this is the real primeval forest, right? More than a dozen poisonous insects crawled out with one foot, making me have

goosebumps. ]

[In comparison, Wilderness Survival is indeed nothing. There are no poisonous insects or poisonous snakes in it. It seems. that

the director has already cleaned it up in advance. Otherwise, other than Brielle, those people will probably all die.]

[It’s too scary. I feel a chill on my back when I look at it through the screen. Sister E doesn’t even frown. It’s too amazing!]

[Brielle is top cruel. How can she kill small animals? Those small animals are fine in the forest. She suddenly broke into their

homes. Not only did she break their nests, but she also killed them. It’s too cruel.]

[A cold–blooded woman like Brielle should be banned. She has no love at all!]

[The SJW above, get lost. If you want to blame someone, blame the program team. This program has always been like this for

more than ten years. Which season did it not have animals die? You clearly know what this program is like, but you still come to

see it. You are not a good thing. Why are you pretending to be a Holy Mary?]

[You love animals so much. Give me an address. I will send you some surprising ones.]

In the forest.

Brielle walked forward for a distance and suddenly found something wrong with the ground.

She reacted quickly and wanted to retreat.

But at this moment, something moved under the thick leaves, and a noose quickly tightened.

Although Brielle was very fast, the speed of the noose tightening was not slow.

One of Brielle’s feet was caught.

Then a huge force pulled her body.

She was instantly dragged upside down to the tree.

The screams of Tana and the others also came from behind her.

They had also fallen into a trap and were hung upside down.

“Hahahaha, I was wondering how powerful you were. It was only at the average level. The outrageous country, the fake country,

and the dog country lost to you. It was just that they underestimated your strength and let you take advantage of

them.”

“Hehe, you are unlucky to fall into our hands. You looked down on all of us from the beginning. Now that you are in our hands,

aren’t you ashamed?”

“Do we need to find Jebl and ask him how to deal with her?”

“Don’t look for Jebl first. After we teach her a lesson, we will look for Jebl!”

They also looked at the reward mission.

As long as the reward mission was completed, they would have a high reward.

One of them was to take off a piece of Brielle’s clothes, and there would be 140 thousand dollars‘ reward..

Another one was to use a rope to wrap around her neck after taming her and walk her in the forest like a dog. She had to crawl

around.

This one had 1.4 million dollars‘ basic reward.

When the big shots behind the scenes saw this, they would even reward them.

“Despicable, sinister!” Tana hung in the air and cursed angrily, “We are here to compete, not to fight. How can you attack the

players? Let us go!”

Someone mocked, “What are you pretending to be ignorant for? In the process of the competition, it is allowed to reduce your

competitors.

“If you have the ability, you can also attack us!”

“A group of weak chickens, a group of weak chickens, are still weak chickens, hahaha!”

Tana and others were very angry.

Brielle was still very calm.

She looked at those people.

On each of their clothes, there was a national flag of their respective countries.
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Those people were from the country of Lafayette, the country of kangaroos, the country of Maple, and the country of Porn.

All of them were Widi’s lapdogs.

[This is too much. The rules of the competition require them to cross the forest. Why are they looking for trouble with others?]

[Here comes again. Every time there is a participant from Oscus, they will collectively target her. A bunch of things that can’t

afford to lose only know how to play dirty tricks!]

[In the future, no one from our country will be participating in this lousy program!]

[Ai, Sister E is really done for this time…]

[Hehe, I already said that Brielle’s fans shouldn’t be too proud too early. Aren’t they losing too much face now?]

[In less than 24 hours, she will be gone. Trash is trash, and fans should not imitate the character or refer to her as “sister“. She is

not deserving of such respect; she is nothing but trash!]

[Regardless of physique or physical strength, Oscusian is inferior to the people of Europe and America. She only knows how to

talk and quarrel. She can just cheat people in her own country. Don’t go abroad and embarrass yourself. ]

[You are all spy agents, right? Who would destroy their own prestige like this? Shouldn’t we resist the unfair treatment together at

this time?]

[I suggest that the police investigate the IP of those people.]

In the forest, the few people began to move and tied the rope to the tree.

Brielle pulled out the bow and arrow on her back.

Hanging upside down did not affect her operation.

“She is going to shoot an arrow. Hide quickly!” When the people from the kangaroo country saw Brielle’s actions, they

immediately shouted.

They immediately stopped tying and grabbed the rope, hiding behind the tree.

“Whoosh!”

The arrow in Brielle’s hand shot out, hitting the rope that hung her.

The rope broke.

Her body fell from the sky.

Her head smashed down on the ground.

Just as her head was about to hit the ground, she held the ground with both hands and stood up with a flip. Then, she

quickly got down and moved through the dense grass with her four limbs.

Soon, she got close to the four people….
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